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Purple Apron Meal Kit
Program Reaches New Heights
We are thrilled to share exciting news regarding our
Purple Apron Meal Kit program. On August 6th,
The Bright Family delivered 20 kits—80 meals!—
to nourish.NJ, allowing us to surpass our goal of over
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5,000 meal kits distributed to families in need.
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Reaching this goal is a testament to our community
members commitment to supporting one another, as is the support they provide in helping
us distribute thousands of additional grab-and-go, and delivered, meals.
The continuing repercussions of COVID-19 and rising food insecurity rates mean that many local
families struggle to access healthy food. We host multiple Free Farmers Markets weekly, providing
fresh milk, eggs, produce and other food to hundreds of guests, and so far in 2021 we have also
prepared and distributed nearly 40,000 meals. With the Purple Apron program, volunteers have
jumped in enthusiastically to help supplement these efforts. Using recipes developed by generous
partners like Judy Kudman, volunteers shop for ingredients to make four servings, package
them with love and a personal note, and deliver them to our Sussex Avenue location where
they are picked up by guests. Another volunteer, Paula Krill, put it so well when she said there
is “inherent value [in] sitting at the dinner table
and spending time with one another.” The Purple
Apron program enables guests to prepare and
share a home-cooked meal with their loved ones,
something we all deserve.
As we transition into autumn, we are
incorporating new recipes. The newly-launched
#purpleapronmealkit social media campaign
will help us celebrate our volunteers by featuring
pictures they post of their completed meal kits on
our social media pages. Please visit our website
for more information and to sign up. We look
forward to seeing your #purpleapronmealkit
photos! Remember to tag us!
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PARTNERSHIP SPOTLIGHT: COVANTA
At nourish.NJ, we value our relationships in our community, which encompasses local
residents, congregations, schools, and many companies and organizations that are vital
to our work. One corporate partner has proven through continuous support that together,
we can create lasting change.
Headquartered in Morristown, New Jersey, Covanta provides energy-from-waste and
industrial waste management services. For the last decade, Covanta staff and leadership
have taken the initiative to contribute to the work of nourish.NJ by creating their own
fundraisers, serving meals to our guests, and volunteering in our annual Hunger Walk.
In July, employees from Covanta helped run one of our Free Farmers Market at St. Margaret’s
Church, where together, we were able to help provide fresh food to over 140 guests.
Since 2014, Covanta has organized an annual raffle ticket fundraiser to benefit nourish.
NJ. On November 3rd, 2021 two winners will each receive two round-trip tickets on Delta
Airlines. Next up for this great team will be Covanta’s Thanksgiving Necessity Drive, followed
by their annual Soup-er Bowl canned goods drive. We are so grateful for the enthusiasm and
commitment the people at Covanta continue to display through their efforts to help nourish.NJ
achieve our mission.
When we asked Sue Ryan, Executive Assistant at Covanta, about her company’s commitment
to the nourish.NJ mission, she shared “setting up these kinds of events are so easy and make
employees come together and feel a part of overall success.” We wish to express our gratitude
to all of our corporate partners and volunteers, without whom we could not do this important work.
If interested in purchasing a raffle ticket, please e-mail nancy@nourishnj.org.
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OUTREACH CENTER SPOTLIGHT:
EVICTION PREVENTION
Nancy received notice from her landlord that he had sold her apartment building, and she
had to leave—during the pandemic. Nancy has no family and is in her mid 60s. She was
scared, and when the stress became unbearable, Nancy turned to those who had helped
her before, the nourish.NJ Outreach Center. Manny worked immediately to help Nancy
apply for Section 8 housing and Medicaid, and connected her to legal services so she
could get social security. As with most people in precarious housing situations, Nancy did
not have savings for a security deposit. So, nourish.NJ also provided direct aid, giving her
a smooth transition so that she did not have to spend any time in a shelter or on the street.
Nancy is now happily settled in her new apartment. Her rent went from $1200 per month
to $400 per month—a life-changing difference that will help her achieve more stability and
independence.
Nancy was able to avoid a housing crisis, but this outcome is not guaranteed for the
many people who face homelessness once the eviction moratoriums put in place during
the height of the pandemic end. Using a measure that takes into account New Jersey’s
high cost-of-living, a recent study by Legal Services of New Jersey concludes that the true
poverty line in New Jersey is triple the federal calculations. This means that prior to the
pandemic, nearly one-third of the state’s population did not have the minimum income to
afford basic necessities. LSNJ calculated the true poverty rate in Morris County to be 20.5%.
In Morristown, that number was 34.4%, and in Dover, the site of our latest Free Farmers
Market, the true poverty level was an alarming 49.7%. The lasting economic fallout of
the pandemic mean these numbers are undoubtedly rising. No one can say exactly what
the increase in homelessness in our area will be, but projections are that nearly twice the
number of eviction proceedings will be filed than in a typical year. The lowest-income
households, already struggling to meet basic needs, will bear the greatest risk. Some
protections should remain in place, but only if we can provide assistance navigating the
complex web of deadlines, laws, and applications necessary to avoid eviction. We’re
grateful to those whose generosity helps us to keep people in their homes.
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Event Spotlight: Hunger Walk 2021
For 24 years, nourish.NJ has hosted the Hunger Walk event in order to raise funds, and increase
awareness surrounding the issues of hunger, homelessness and poverty in our community.
Participants have had the opportunity to raise funds for locals in need, and learn more about
what it’s like to be ‘in the shoes’ of those who face the reality of food insecurity and poverty.
With continued economic hardships resulting from the pandemic, and the implications of the
eviction moratorium ending posing a tremendous threat to the stability and security of many of
our guests, participation in this event is critical. nourish.NJ works all over Morris County to provide
sustenance and support to community members in need. So, for Hunger Walk 2021, we are
inviting schools, congregations, corporate teams, scout troops, families, and any other groups
and teams to gather together and connect with this meaningful event from wherever they are!
Wherever you choose to walk, your participation in this event will make a difference. For more
information on Hunger Walk 2021, please visit the Hunger Walk 2021 page on our website
under the “News and Events” page.

